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The writer did observation about secretary and correspondence in Yayasan Kristen Trukajaya on 2\textsuperscript{nd} April 2015. The purpose of observation was to know the real tasks of a secretary in Yayasan Kristen Trukajaya and to compare between theories which is learned during the lecture with the real working world, so the writer will get better understanding of being secretary and his or her tasks. The writer found that almost all of the correspondence activities done by administration staff in Yayasan Kristen Trukajaya, the function of letter and the kind of letters are match with the theories. But there is a bit mismatch between what the writer observed and the theory the writer learnt before, the use of email instead of written letter which is sent via post. The writer hope that this paper can give the reader an explanation about the tasks of the secretary in the working world especially in correspondence.
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